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PROJECTIVE DIAGRAMS OVER PARTIALLY ORDERED 
SETS ARE FREE 
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A generalization of Kaplansky’s theorem on projective modules over local rings is used to show 

that every projective diagram over a poset is free. 

1. Introduction 

In this note we prove that every projective diagram over a poset I with values in a 

module category ,fi (i.e. an abelian category with coproducts and a generating set of 

small projectives) is free (Proposition 5). This answers a question of B. Mitchell [ 10, 

p. 8821. The two extreme cases of the problem are already known: if 1 has dcc and ,61 

is arbitrary, then the result is due to Brune [3] and Cheng/Mitchell[4, Corollary 31, 

for I finite the result is already in [S, Corollary IX. 7.2.1. On the other hand if I is 

arbitrary and & is the category of vector spaces over a field, it has been observed by 

Gabriel [.5, p. 1571 and Mitchell [lo, Corollary 9.2.1, that the result is a consequence 

of the well-known theorem of Kaplansky, that projective modules over a local ring 

are free. 

As may be expected our proof of the general result will also depend vitally on 

Raplansky’s technique. In fact it follows by the possibility of lifting nice de- 

compositions of a projective module modulo the (Jacobson-) radical (Theorem 1). 

Quite obvious, Theorem 1 generalizes a theorem of Gruson [6, Appendix] and Beck 

[2], asserting that for a projective R-module P every R/N-basis of P/NP may be 

lifted to a R-basis of P, N denoting a two-sided ideal contained in the Jacobson- 

radical of R. 

Finally, under the additional assumption of pure projectivity, we give a 

partial answer to a related question of Cheng and Mitchell [4, p. 1281 

concerning the structure of direct summands of diagrams having a canonical form 

(Proposition 7). 

2. Lifting direct decompositions 

Let it? be a module category, i.e. an abelian category with coproducts and a 

generating set of finitely generated projectives [9]. Assume that for each module M 
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of & we have a submodule rA4 contained in the Jacobson-radical rad M of M and 
depending functorially on M. We will refer to the functor ‘:& +A, M H fi = 
M/M, as a reduction moduio radical. Observe that by Nakayama’s lemma, the 
natural map yp : P-r P is a projective cover, if P is finitely generated projective. 

Theorem 1. Let A. .A4 +A be a reduction modulo radical. Suppose P is a projective 

module, P = Gapt Q,, and assume that each Q, has a projective cover e, : P, + Q,. 
Then there is an isomorphismf:@,,tP,-,P with ~pof=e, E:$,~IP,+@,~IQ,, 
being the obvious map with components e,. 

By the uniqueness of projective covers any / with vp 0 f= E will be an iso- 
morphism, if I is finite. Generally, I being infinite, such an f will only be a pure 
monomorphism. 

The heart of the proof of Theorem 1 is the following lemma (Kaplansky [7, Lemma 
1 and 21 and Gruson [6, Lemma 2 and 31). Note that if (MP)OEI is any family of 
modules, we will use the notation M’ = @&,M, for any subset J of I. Note also, that 
in order to keep the exposition clear, we will take no efforts to avoid the use of 
elements in our proofs. 

Lemma 2. In the situation of Theorem 1 suppose that U is a finitely generated 
submodule of P. Then there is a direct decomposition P = FO H with Ucontained in F 
and F = Pr for some finite subset J of I. Moreover up(F) = Qr and vp(H) = Qt,,. 

Proof. By the projectivity of P there is an endomorphism 7~ : P-+ P such that n(P) is 
contained in a finitely generated submodule of P and n(x) = x for all x E U. 

(Note, that the introduction of r allows to handle P to some extent like a finitely 
generated module: 5~ behaves like the identity on P with finitely generated image. 
This will repair the defects, the reduction modulo radical usually offers for 
nonfinitely generated modules.) 

Therefore r?(p) c 0, for some finite subset J of I. P and P, being projective, we 
may lift the injection i : Q, + j and the projection p :! + Q, associated with the 
decomposition p = Q, OQIV, thus obtaining morphisms f : P, -, P and g :P+ P, 
with E/ 0 (g 0 f) = eI. By the uniqueness of the projective cover EJ :PJ -, QJ, the 
morphism g 0 f is an isomorphism, thus P = F’O H’ with F’ = Im f 3 PJ and H’ = 
Ker g. This implies VP(F)) = QJ and vp(H’) = Qt,,. 

Assume v = (o + +, with q and (I the components of r~ : P-, F’OH’ considered as 
endomorphisms of P. From S;(R) c QJ we get 4 = 0 and therefore 4(P) c rP c rad P. 
Because I(l(P) is further contained in a finitely generated submodule of P, JI(P) is 
small in P by Nakayama’s lemma. It follows that 1 - $ : P + P is an isomorphism (see 
[l, Proposition 2.71 or [ll, Lemma 11). From r(x) =x we get (l-CL)(x) = cp(x) E F 
for each x E U, thus UC (1 -IL)-‘(F’) = F. Therefore P = FOH with H = 
(1 - (L)-‘(H’), and of course we have VP(F) = QJ and z+(H) = Qt,J, thus completing 
the proof. 
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We now return to the proof of Theorem 1. If P is countably generated, Theorem 1 
follows from Lemma 2 by an obvious induction. So we have to reduce to the 
countably generated case. Decomposing each P, into a direct sum of countably 
generated modules [7], we may assume each P, (and 0,) to be countably generated. 
Assume further, P = $ pEKSp with countably generated modules S,, then for any 
x E P we can find countable subsets L c K and J c I with x E S, and VP(&) = QJ by 
an easy variant of Kaplansky’s snaking argument. Now P is a well ordered union of 

direct summands F, where vp(FY) = QK(,,) for some K(y)cZ and the quotients 
FY+,/FY are countably generated. If we are only interested to know, that P and 
eaEIPP are isomorphic, we may apply the previous remarks to F,+l/Fv and the 
result will follow from P z $ Fv+l/FV [7]. 

On the other hand we have to be a little bit more careful if we really want to lift the 
given decomposition from 2 to P. First note that the countable version of Theorem 1 
applies to the obvious morphism p :F,+I/F, --, OK, where K = K(y + l)\K(y) is 
countable. Therefore, we may replace p by the morphism Ed : PK + QK. The direct 
decomposition PK = $:0_1 Pa(i), where K = {a(l), . . . , a(i), . . .}, allows to refine the 
inclusion F, c FY+, into a chain 

such that 

Replacing if necessary the y’s by the (y, i)‘s in lexicographic order, we may assume 
that K(y + l)\K(y) consists of a single element of I. This allows to identify I with the 
set of all 7’s. So I is well ordered and we may even assume that K(y + l)\K(y) = {y}. 
Now lift the inclusion Q, + QKCv+iJ to a morphism s : P, + F,.+*. With H, = Im (s) we 
get vP(HY) = Q, and F,+l = F,OH, thus P =eYe,Hv as desired. 

3. Applications 

Recall that the left modules over a ring&d d (i.e. a small additive category) are just 
the covariant additive functors M : d + Ab where Ab denotes the category of abelian 
groups [9]. An d-module isomorphic to a direct sum of representable functors 
&(A, -) is called free. 

Theorem 1 extends the theorems of Beck [2] and Gruson [6] to modules over a 
ringoid. Note, that Beck’s proof uses Eilenberg’s trick, which is not available in this 
more general situation. 

Proposition 3. Let SB be a ringoid and 8 a two-sided ideal contained in the Jacobson- 
radical of r;Q. Then a projective s4-module P is free, if and only if P/BP is a free 
W .%-module. 
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Proof. By Nakayama’s lemma the natural morphism 

&(A, -) --* &(A, -)lB(A, -I= (~4% )(A, -) 

is a projective cover for each A E d. 

A ringoid d is called local, if each A E Sp has a local endomorphism ring &(A, A). 

This implies that ti/$ (f the Jacobson-radical of d) is semi-simple and each simple 
d-module is of the form &(A, -)/3(s4, -). Therefore we have Kaplansky’s theorem 
[7], see also [S, lo]: 

Proposition 4. Let d be a local ringoid, then any projective d-module is free. 

Now for any poset I and module category.@ the category [I, .I[] of diagrams over I 
with values in Jll is a module category, too. For any cr E I and module M of & we 
denote by S, (M) the diagram whose restriction to {p ) p 2 a} is constant with valueM 
and which is 0 elsewhere. It is well known [93 that the projective diagrams are 
precisely the direct summands of diagrams @(IEISOI(QOI) for some projective 
modules Q, of Ju. 

Proposition 5. Let I be a poser and Jt a module category, then any projective diagram 

P:I-+Jtisfree, i.e. P=eaer S, (0,) for some projective modules Q, of Jl. 

Proof. For each diagram D and LY EI let fi, =Da/Cp.+ Im(Dp +D,). Together 
with the zero maps, this defines the diagram 6 :Z+M. Observe that any simple 
diagram has the form E,(S) with S simple in .U and LY E 1, where E,(M) denotes the 
diagram with value M at (Y and 0 elsewhere. Thus, any morphism from D to a simple 
diagram factors through the natural epimorphism vD : D + d. This proves that the 
functor *: [I, d]+[I, A] is a reduction modulo radical. 

If P is a projective diagram, then fiO is projective for each (Y E I, since the functor 
[Z, Wd]-&, D++e’, is left adjoint to the exact embedding .l4 -[I, .U], M-E,(M). 

Because P = Bacl E,(fia), Proposition 5 reduces to the following lemma. 

Lemma 6. If Q is projective in JX, then the natural morphism v : S,(Q) + E, (Q) with 
V, = lo is a projective cover. 

Proof. Since S,(Q) is projective, we have to show that K = Ker v is small in S,(Q). 
Note that K, = 0, so if U + K = S,(Q), then U, = Q. This implies U, = Q for each 
p ~a, i.e. U = S,(Q) thus completing the proof .of Lemma 6 and Proposition 5. 
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Remark. If I has dcc, then d = 0 implies D = 0 for any diagram D. Thus for any 

projective P the natural morphism vp : P -, P is a projective cover, therefore Prop- 

osition 5 can be proved along the lines of Bass’s theory of modules over perfect rings 

[l], thus avoiding the use of Kaplansky’s theorem. For the details we refer to [3]. 

Recall that a module A4 of A4 is called pure-projective if it is a direct summand of a 

direct sum of finitely-presented modules. Of course, any projective module is 

pure-projective. 

Proposition 7. Let I be a poset and A be a module category. If M, is a pure-projective 

module for each a E I and if P is a direct summand of $oGl.Sa (M,), then P = 
@me1 S, (NO 1 for some pure-projective modules NO of A. 

Proof. Let 8’ be the full subcategory of finitely presented modules in A. The functor 

H:A-+Mod-6, M++(-,M)]8 

is a full embedding of .II into the category of right modules over 8. H commutes with 

arbitrary direct sums and induces an equivalence from the pure-projective modules 

of “II to the projective 8-modules. Now consider 

Being a direct summand of Zf,(@,,r S,(M,)) =@,,rS,(HA4a) the diagram H,(P) 
is projective, thus H,(P) =@Jasl S,(Q,) for some projective Z5’-modules 0, (Prop- 

osition 5). Since Q, = H(N,) for some pure-projective module N, of A, we get 

H,(P)=H,(@,.IS,(N,)) which implies Pz@,~~S,(N,). 

Note that Proposition 7 remains true without the hypothesis on pure-projectivity if 

I has dcc [4]. We do not know whether the result remains valid without any 

restrictions on I or the M,‘s. 
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